
EYFS - Listening, attention and understanding 

Children have opportunities to listen and respond to each other, adults and to stories in conversations 

Progression in Learning 

(Nursery to ELG) 
Provision Books and vocabulary 

Nursery 

 Listens to simple stories 
with the help of 
artefacts, actions and 
pictures 

 Repeats refrains and 
phrases in stories 

 Recalls and anticipate 
key events in stories 

 Responds to two part 
instructions and 
questions including ‘why’ 

 Conducts conversations 
listening to partner 
taking several responsive 
turns 

 Engages in small group 
conversations on topics 
of interest 

 

Stories retold repeatedly so they become familiar and leaving space for children to comment, 
join in and recall 

 
Role play and small world enable children to replay what they have heard in stories and to 
listen to one another – farm and zoo settings, tea party, vegetable shop, traditional tale settings 

 
Group sizes suitable for conversational interactions about engaging experiences within the 
setting, e.g. collecting autumn leaves, listening walks, walks around the environment looking at 
buildings, all about me boxes, reflecting on celebrations - experience of Eid, Easter, weddings 
and birthdays 
 
Vocabulary in stories highlighted, explained and modelled when sharing books, during activities 
and in conversations – vocabulary extension is explicitly planned for 
 
Learning and regular recall of short rhymes and poems, building on memory and shared 
repertoire 
 
Extend their understanding by providing; 
 

 a running commentary of their activities using descriptive language and ‘interested’ 
questions, and encouraging children’s comments and explanations 

 working alongside and talking to children involved in construction, role play, planting, 
reading, playing board games and outside games 

 clear instructions related to preparing for lunch, going home, hygiene, use of resources 
and activities  

A wide selection of stories, nursery 
rhymes and poems, selected by 
practitioners. Please see our yearly 
text overview and Nursery ‘reading 
passport’ 
 
Practitioner made non-fiction books 
at the right pitch to inform learning 
in other aspects – The natural world, 
People, culture and communities, 
Managing self 
 
Language of thinking – because, why, 
how, when 
 
Language of prepositions - above, 
across, along, among, around, at, 
before, behind, below, beneath, 
beside, between, by, down, from, in, 
into, near, of, off, on, to, toward, 
under, with  
 
Language of instruction and request 
– imperatives eg wash your hands, 
please 

Reception 

 Maintains careful 
listening, understands it 

Promoting concentration: 

 group reading shared book  
 observational drawing 

A wide selection of stories and 
poems, selected by practitioners, 
selected or shared by children from 



is important to listen 

 Listens to stories, songs, 
poems and rhymes and 
non-fiction to develop 
vocabulary and 
knowledge 

 Clarifies understanding 
and knowledge with 
questions 

 Carries out activities 
requiring concentration 
and sustained attention 

 
 

 making detailed models 
 memory games – e.g. clapping games, card games such as ‘pairs’ 

 

Circle times which  

 include explicit teaching of listening skills – giving eye contact, turn taking, responding 
with relevant comments  

 give space for sharing children’s experiences, interests and concerns 

 show and tell – ask questions and speaker to respond 
 
Extend their understanding by providing 

 role play, props and small world for children to explore ideas and characterisation in 
stories 

 discuss the humour in familiar stories – Jesus’ Christmas Party, Queen’s Knickers 

 give two part instructions when explaining use of resources and activities progressing 
to sequenced two part instructions where the order matters – plant the seeds and 
remember to wash your hands afterwards 

 encourage children to notice patterns and observe and explain why things occur and 
how things change – migration, seasonal changes, growth 

 adults model their thinking and hypotheses aloud and discuss these in their 
conversations with children 

 

their homes. Please see text overview 
for the year and Reception ‘reading 
passport’ 
 
Practitioner made non-fiction books 
at appropriate pitch to support 
learning in other aspects - 
The natural world – growth, animals, 
minibeasts, birds, places, materials, 
religious festivals 
People, culture and communities – 
seasons, celebrations, festivals 
How to books with simple instructions 

ELG 
Listen attentively and respond to what they hear with relevant questions, comments and actions when being read to and during whole class discussions 
and small group interactions; Make comments about what they have heard and ask questions to clarify their understanding; Hold conversation when 
engaged in back-and-forth exchanges with their teacher and peers 
 

 


